3.6.2013
REMINDER
Weekly Tables Test ~ keep up the practice!
Please continue to hear your children read and ask questions on the text.
Please could all children bring in shoe boxes, ribbon, buttons, off-cuts of carpet, scraps of fabric, cocktail sticks,
tiny boxes eg from make-up, really anything that would help them with their 1940s room, would be fantastic!

Flat Evacuees Most children’s letters have been sent out now and we hope that they will start coming back week beginning 17th June.
Film Night for Yr 3,4,5 @ 3:30pm Thursday 13th June, school hall Wreck it Ralph. £3:50 to be brought in beforehand
Year 3 Sleepover All children should now have brought home a Kit List and Medical form. Please could these be returned to
the office as soon as possible. We have a list of parents who kindly offered help and we look forward to seeing you all during those
time slots. We look forward to meeting you at 9am Newlands Corner Friday 14th June.

Weekly Spelling Focus
This week the children have been learning about how the spellings
of verbs alter when ing is added.

hope hoping write writing decide
deciding amaze amazing ( words ending in e)
Words to learn:

hop hopping clap clapping slip slipping win
winning ( words with short vowels)

Curriculum
The children have finished writing their Flat Evacuee letter and we
will post them by the end of the week. We have introduced the genre
of Diary writing using extracts from wartime diaries.
In Maths we have been consolidating the concept of division.
Understanding that division is repeated subtraction or sharing, using
lots of equipment and practical activities. The children have learnt that
division is the inverse of multiplication and have been solving problems/
calculations. We have also been interpreting all kinds of data,
frequency tables and graphs.

